Central charged residues in DIIIS4 regulate deactivation gating in skeletal muscle sodium channels.
1. Mutations in the S4 segment of domain III in the voltage gated skeletal muscle sodium channel hNa(V)1.4 were constructed to test the roles of each charged residue in deactivation gating. Mutations comprised charge reversals at K1-R6, charge neutralization, and substitution at R4 and R5. 2. Charge-reversing mutations at R4 and R5 produced the greatest alteration of activation parameters compared to hNa(V)1.4. Effects included depolarization of the conductance/voltage (g/V) curve, decreased valence and slowing of kinetics. 3. Reversal of charge at R2 to R4 hyperpolarized, and reversal at R5 or R6 depolarized the h (infinity) curve. Most DIIIS4 mutations slowed inactivation from the open state. R4E slowed closed state fast inactivation and R5E inhibited its completion .4. Deactivation from the open and/or inactivated state was prolonged in mutations reversing charge at R2 to R4 but accelerated by reversal of charge at R5 or R6. Effects were most pronounced at central charges R4 and R5. 5. Charge and structure each contribute to effects of mutations at R4 and R5 on channel gating. Effects of mutations on activation and deactivation at R4 and, to a lesser extent R5, were primarily owing to charge alteration, whereas effects on fast inactivation were charge independent.